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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a unique tool for
analyzing biological specimens because it can be applied
noninvasively, in living organisms, at high spatial and temporal
resolution.1 The range of phenomena accessible to evaluation
by MRI is limited, however, by a lack of molecular imaging
agents capable of dynamically sensing specific physiological
events. Most MRI sensors have incorporated synthetic contrast-
generating moieties in complex structures or supramolecular
assemblies2,3 that are often difficult to design, produce, and
deliver in vivo. Here we introduce a family of completely
protein-based nanoparticle MRI sensors that addresses these
limitations. The new sensors are derived from the iron storage
protein ferritin (Ft); they are designed and optimized using facile
protein engineering methods, and self-assembled in cells harbor-
ing specific combinations of DNA coding sequences. As il-
lustration, we show that suitably constructed Ft-based nanopar-
ticle sensors can report the activity of the important neural
signaling enzyme protein kinase A (PKA).

Eukaryotic Ft is a naturally occurring nanoparticle, formed
by random mixtures of two polypeptides, the Ft light chain (LF)
and heavy chain (HF). Twenty-four LF or HF subunits together
assemble into an approximately spherical protein shell of 12 nm
outer diameter and 8 nm inner diameter. In cells, the cavity
contains an antiferromagnetic iron oxide core including up to
4000 iron atoms.4 Iron-loaded Ft induces T2 relaxation in MRI,
and has been identified as an endogenous source of anatomical
contrast and an exogenous marker of gene expression.5-7

Aggregation of Ft after proteolysis8 or chemical cross-linking9

has been shown to enhance its T2 contrast, suggesting that Ft-
based probes could in principle be designed along the lines of
existing synthetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticle-based sen-
sors.10-12 These synthetic reagents are produced by function-
alizing SPIOs with moieties (often polypeptides) that promote
or reverse clustering of nanoparticles in the presence of target
analyte, in turn altering T2 contrast in MRI. Ft conjugates
analogous to functionalized SPIOs can be formed by genetic
fusion of protein domains to the N-termini of HF or LF, which
are exposed at the outer surface of Ft nanoparticles.13

We chose to base protein MRI sensors on Ft because of its
ability to produce aggregation-dependent contrast changes and
its accessibility to surface modification by molecular biology.
As our target for sensing we selected cyclic AMP-dependent
protein kinase A (PKA), an enzyme critical to memory formation
in the brain and an active target of pharmaceutical develop-
ment.14 A key substrate of PKA is the transcription factor
CREB.15 When the residue Ser133 of the kinase inducible
domain (KID) of CREB is phosphorylated by PKA, CREB binds
to the KIX domain of the activator protein CBP,16,17 turning on
transcription of CREB-dependent genes.18 Phosphorylation-
dependent binding of KID and KIX has been studied extensively,
and fluorescent sensors of PKA activity have been made by

fusing these domains to variants of green fluorescent protein19

or �-lactamase fragments.20 No MRI or other noninvasive sensor
of PKA activity has been reported. We therefore constructed a
protein-based MRI sensor for PKA activity by producing Ft
nanoparticles that incorporated KID or KIX functional groups
on their surface (Figure 1a).

Fusions of KID, KIX, and the affinity tag FLAG were made
at the N-terminus of LF (KID-LF, KIX-LF, and FLAG-LF,
respectively). We included FLAG as a purification tag for our
in vitro experiments and because we anticipated that its relative
bulk and hydrophilicity would help stabilize Ft nanoparticle
constructs (see Supporting Information). Plasmids encoding wild-
type LF and HF, the FLAG-LF construct, and either the KID-
LF or KIX-LF construct were premixed in specific ratios and
cotransfected into HEK-293 cells (Figure 1a). After four days
of expression, cells were lysed and Ft nanoparticles (FtNs) were
purified over an anti-FLAG resin. An enzyme-linked immun-
osorbant assay was used to quantify Ft expression, and indicated
that Ft variants accounted for 1-2% of the total protein content
of transfected cells; toxicity to transfected cells was not observed.
Ft fusion proteins were iron-loaded by incubation of lysates with
an excess of ferrous ammonium sulfate. Self-assembly of
different cotransfected subunits was confirmed by the presence
of corresponding bands on Coomassie-stained gels after FLAG
purification (Figure 1b). The distribution of functional group
compositions present among purified nanoparticles could be
controlled by varying the transfection ratios of recombinant Ft
genes. Iron cores formed in the recombinant nanoparticles were
similar in size to those of purified horse spleen Ft (see Supporting
Information), indicating that the addition of functional groups
did not significantly interfere with iron storage functionality.
Recombinant FtNs were loaded on average with 1101 ( 86 iron
atoms per particle.

KID-functionalized Ft nanoparticles (denoted KID-FtNs) could
be phosphorylated by PKA and dephosphorylated by lambda
protein phosphatase (λPPase). Incubation of prephosphorylated
KID-FtNs (pKID-FtNs) with KIX-expressing Ft nanoparticles
(KIX-FtNs) at a 3:2 ratio induced the formation of aggregates,
as observed by dynamic light scattering (DLS). These aggregates
showed 4.5-fold larger radii than that observed when KIX-FtNs
were mixed with unphosphorylated KID-FtNs (Figure 1c).
Adding PKA to a mixture of KID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs resulted
in a similar level of aggregation. PKA-induced aggregation could
be prevented by adding a PKA inhibitor. Adding λPPase to a
mixture of pKID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs also resulted in smaller
aggregate sizes. Changes in KID-LF phosphorylation under these
conditions were confirmed with subsequent SDS-PAGE and
phosphoprotein staining (Figure 1d).

Noninvasive sensing of PKA activity was performed in a 4.7
T MRI magnet using a spin-echo acquisition sequence. Incuba-
tion of the sensor (3:2 ratio of KID-FtNs with KIX-FtNs) with
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PKA for 2 h roughly doubled the transverse relaxivity (r2, the
slope of T2 relaxation rate vs nanoparticle concentration),
producing a change from 2120 ( 230 to 3900 ( 100 mM-1 s-1

(Figure 2). Given our FtN concentration of 250 nM, and at an
echo time (TE) of 210 ms, this corresponded to a 10.7 ( 1.3%
change in MRI signal intensity. PKA-dependent r2 changes could
be prevented by adding a PKA inhibitor (Figure 2a). Incubation
of prephosphorylated sensors with λPPase also resulted in low
relaxivity (1960 ( 420 mM-1 s-1), compared with prephospho-
rylated sensors themselves (3810 ( 380 mM-1 s-1). Dynamical
MRI measurements enabled real-time monitoring of PKA
activity, with more pronounced increases in r2 occurring in the
presence of higher concentrations of PKA (Figure 2b). Levels
of PKA tested here were comparable to kinase concentrations
estimated from lysates of cells treated with the PKA activator
forskolin.21 The response rates we observed are appropriate for
sensing kinase activity in brain, where elevated KID phospho-
rylation has been shown to persist over periods longer than an
hour following induction of long-term potentiation,22 chemically
evoked seizure,23 or stimulation with nerve growth factor.24

Effective performance of the MRI PKA sensor depended on
the average number of functional groups displayed on the
nanoparticle surfaces and on the ratio of KID-FtNs to KIX-FtNs
in the sensor mixture. When the proportion of KID-LF or KIX-
LF plasmid transfected, as a percentage of total transfected DNA,
was changed from 60% to 40%, 20%, or 0% (decreases from
60% were compensated by an equal increase in LF), phospho-
rylation-dependent effects on r2were diminished or abolished
(Figure 3a). Basal clustering of unphosphorylated sensors was
also reduced with decreasing KID/KIX functionalization level.
For particles resulting from optimized transfection compositions,
the stoichiometric ratio of pKID-FtNs to KIX-FtNs in the sensor

mixture (D:X) influenced the aggregation time course (Figure
3b). Although sensors formed with low D:X ratios (e1:1)
produced the greatest maximal MRI signal change in the
phosphorylated condition, they also showed continuing aggrega-
tion over time, resulting ultimately in visible precipitation, and
leading to loss of relaxivity as predicted by modeling studies.25

By comparison, high D:X ratios (g3:1) resulted in little
phosphorylation-dependent contrast at all. The intermediate D:X
ratio of 3:2, used for data presented in Figures 1 and 2, showed
the greatest phosphorylation-dependent MRI signal difference
on a 1-2 h time scale.

Figure 1. Ft nanoparticle sensors self-assemble and aggregate in response to PKA activity. (a) Schematic of Ft-based PKA sensor production and
mechanism. Genes encoding Ft variants (left, N-terminal fusion constructs diagrammed with color coding) are premixed and cotransfected into cells,
where proteins are expressed and spontaneously assembled into Ft nanoparticles (FtNs). KID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs contain KID-LF (blue) or KIX-LF
(orange), respectively, as well as FLAG-LF (green), LF (light gray), and HF (dark gray); in each case, coexpressed Ft chains assemble into heterooligomers
of 24 subunits and may be purified by FLAG affinity chromatography. KID-LF chains are phosphorylated by PKA to form pKID-LF. Modified
KID-FtNs (pKID-FtNs) containing pKID-LF form supramolecular aggregates with KIX-FtNs (right), and consequently alter MRI contrast. (b) Coomassie-
stained SDS-PAGE gels showing the composition of FLAG-purified KID-FtN and KIX-FtN particles, produced by cells transfected with mixtures
containing either 60% or 40% plasmids encoding KID-FtN or KIX-FtN. Subunit stoichiometry is reflected by the density of bands in the gel; expected
molecular weights are 33.6 kD (KIX-LF), 29 kD (KID-LF), 23.5 kD (FLAG-LF), and 20 kD (HF and LF). (c) Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements of relative radius for 3:2 mixtures of KID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs incubated for 3.5 h under the conditions indicated. (1) KIX-FtNs and
unphosphorylated KID-FtNs; (2) KIX-FtNs and prephosphorylated pKID-FtNs; (3) unphosphorylated sensor with 12.7 units PKA per pmol Ft and 1
mM ATP; (4) unphosphorylated sensor with ATP only; (5) unphosphorylated sensor with PKA, ATP, and 100 µM PKA inhibitor; (6) prephosphorylated
sensor with 1026 units λPPase per pmol Ft. Each bar reflects mean ( sem of multiple measurements (n ) 3), and radii are normalized to sample 1.
Inset: mass-weighted absolute size distributions of sensor particles under conditions 1 and 2. (d) SDS-PAGE gel stained for phosphoproteins (ProQ,
top) or all proteins (Coom, bottom). Lanes correspond to conditions 1-6 in panel c. In the top gel, bands shown correspond to the known mobility
of KID-LF; in the bottom gel, KIX-LF and KID-LF bands are both visible, with KIX-LF migrating at slightly higher weight than KID-LF.

Figure 2. Sensors enhance T2 relaxation in MRI in response to PKA
activity. (a) Measurements of the transverse relaxivity (r2) after 2 h of
sensor incubation under the conditions listed in Figure 1c. For each
condition, r2 was calculated by subtracting from 1/T2 the relaxation rate
of sensor-free control assay buffer containing equivalent concentrations
of all additives except the Ft species. Insert: T2-weighted MRI image
(TE/TR ) 210/4000 ms) of wells containing samples corresponding to
conditions 1–6 in Figure 1c. (b) Time course of MRI relaxation
enhancement for sensor incubated with 1 mM ATP and 460 (filled
circles), 230 (filled squares), 115 (open circles) or 0 (open squares) units
of PKA. The horizontal axis indicates time after addition of PKA to
each sample (n ) 3 for all data points).
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Our results represent the first in vitro proof of concept for a
completely protein-based MRI sensor incorporating Ft, and
suggest a general approach to creating further sensors through
genetically directed self-assembly of multifunctional protein
nanoparticles. Design considerations affecting sensor expression
and performance included surface hydrophilicity, functionaliza-
tion level, and the ratio of interacting species. We demonstrated
that some of these parameters could be regulated by manipulating
transfection ratios of various DNA constructs, and showed that
multiple N-terminally fused domains (KID, KIX, and FLAG)
each independently conferred corresponding activity on resulting
Ft nanoparticles. Mixtures of KID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs responded
to PKA activity with 84% change in relaxivity, and failed to
respond in the presence of phosphatase or kinase inhibition. Our
application of classical protein engineering methods to design
of the PKA sensor, and our ability to synthesize intact self-
assembled sensor nanoparticles through straightforward expres-
sion in mammalian cells, highlight two significant advantages
of the protein-based approach to MRI sensor development. Future
in vivo applications of this or similar sensors may demonstrate
a third potential advantage: ability to deliver sensors to cells or
tissues either as exogenously purified molecules (possibly
containing more potent core materials26), or as gene constructs
to be expressed endogenously in target cells. Previous studies
in cells and animals have demonstrated that wild type Ft can be
expressed at levels detectable by MRI, suggesting that the Ft
relaxivity changes we report here should also be detectable in
vivo. Ft-based kinase sensors may also be useful for MRI-based
in vitro assays of enzymatic activity, where they would have
performance characteristics similar to fluorescent probes27 and
unique capability in opaque samples.
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Figure 3. Sensor performance depends on level of functionalization and ratio of partner particles. (a) Relaxivities (left) and relative aggregate sizes
(right) of 1:1 mixtures of KID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs expressed with various levels of functional group DNA, as described in the text. Unphosphorylated
sensors (white) and prephosphorylated sensors (gray) were tested at each level of functionalization. (b) Time courses of transverse relaxation rates
when 60% functionalized pKID-FtNs and KIX-FtNs are mixed at different KID-NP:KIX-NP ratios. The D:X ratios shown are 2:3 (filled squares), 1:1
(filled circles), 3:2 (open squares) and 3:1 (open circles). For all data points n ) 2.
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